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Introduction
COVID-19 is one of the first pandemics to occur in the digital age. Although the world has already faced
SARS, H1N1 influenza, MERS, and Ebola, the global scale of the COVID-19 outbreak remains
unprecedented.1 While the “coronacrisis” re-opened a sorely needed discussion on the possible tech-based
responses to global health emergencies,2 it could also be a perfect storm to undermine key elements of the
rule of law. On one hand, new technologies allow states to cooperate closer than ever to curb the global
epidemiological threat. On the other, they too easily can be used as tools to threaten fundamental rights,
access to justice, and accountable governance.
Technological capabilities of the digital age, used and misused in the COVID-19 pandemic, influence multiple
areas of law–from public international law principles of non-intervention and prohibition of the use of force3
to the human rights to life, health, expression, and non-discrimination.4 Mindful of the inevitable
intersections among these fundamental freedoms, this paper will specifically concentrate on the right to
privacy,5 as affected by surveillance practices.
Tech-based responses to COVID-19 deeply affect the privacy realm. Against the backdrop of a pandemic,
states across the globe are resorting to drone surveillance,6 facial recognition technologies,7 contact-tracing
and quarantine-enforcement apps.8 The violations of privacy—already manifest pre-COVID—could become
routine post-COVID. The emergency thinking that prompted many states to adopt surveillance measures
may lead to unpredictable results and further deteriorate privacy in the short and long term.9
The purpose of this paper is threefold. First, it summarizes how privacy and surveillance are regulated by
international law in the digital age and what the specific privacy regulations applicable to health data are.
Second, it seeks to provide an overview of digital surveillance measures applied in times of COVID-19.
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Third, it seeks to outline international legal standards against which the lawfulness of COVID-related
surveillance measures should be evaluated.
The key finding of the paper is that states resorting to surveillance-based responses to a global health
emergency must frame such responses as limitations of or derogations from the right to privacy. Guarantees
of international human rights law do not cease to apply in a pandemic and continue to protect individual
privacy. To remain compliant with international human rights obligations, states must strictly follow both
procedural and substantive requirements for introducing limitations or derogations, including the principles
of legality, necessity, and proportionality. Using these well-established frameworks, the new pandemicrelated surveillance measures must be assessed against these standards on a case-by-case basis.
1. Privacy in the Digital Age: Development and Evolution
1.1. General regulation
The right to privacy is enshrined in major international and regional human rights instruments, including
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),10 the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR),11 and the American Convention on
Human Rights (ACHR).12 All of these human rights instruments protect private and family life of
individuals, as well as their home and correspondence from unlawful interference.
As with most fundamental human rights, the right to privacy is not absolute. Privacy provisions of
human rights treaties both declare the fundamental right to privacy and provide a framework for lawful
limitations thereof. Article 17 of the ICCPR states that interferences with the right to privacy must not
be “arbitrary or unlawful.”13 Article 11 of the ACHR provides that interferences must not be “arbitrary or
abusive.”14 Article 8 of ECHR elaborates the conditions for limitations even more comprehensively,
stating that “there shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except
such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national
security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or
crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others.”15
In its vast body of surveillance-related jurisprudence, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)
provides guidance as to how these limitations on the right to privacy must be interpreted. In Klass and
Others v. Germany the ECtHR ruled that the limitation on the right to privacy in the form of telephonetapping and inspection of mail, was lawful,16 using the three-part test, derived from Article 8 (2) of the
ECHR and consistent with the Human Rights Committee interpretation of “arbitrary or unlawful”
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interferences with privacy under Article 17 of ICCPR.17 The test requires answering the following
questions:
1. Was there an interference with the right to privacy?
The applicants are expected to show the disputed measures indeed exist and amount to an
interference with privacy.18
2. Was the interference conducted in accordance with law?
This requirement has grown to include two elements. First, the interference with privacy must
have a basis in domestic law. Second, the law must be sufficiently “foreseeable,” so that
individual citizens are able to understand under what circumstances they may be subjected to
surveillance, what oversight mechanisms will be in place to protect their rights, and when the
collected data will be deleted. Overly vague statutes sanctioning surveillance do not satisfy this
criterion.
3. Was the interference necessary in a democratic society to achieve a legitimate aim?
This requirement, sometimes split in two (necessity in a democratic society and legitimate aim),
is meant to assess the proportionality of surveillance ends (e.g., national security, public safety,
economic well-being of the country, prevention of disorder or crime, protection of health or
morals, protection of the rights and freedoms of others) and means. Lawful surveillance
measures are expected to do only what is “strictly necessary”19 for the furtherance of the
declared legitimate aim.
In Weber and Saravia v. Germany the ECtHR, despite declaring the case inadmissible,20
produced a list of minimum safeguards the governments must have in place for surveillance
measures to be considered lawful. The list, which came to be called the “Weber Six” in
academia,21 includes the following categories of information that must be available to the
potential targets of surveillance: the grounds that may give rise to surveillance; the categories of
people who could be subject to surveillance; the limit on the duration of surveillance; the
procedure to be followed for examining, using, and storing the data obtained; the precautions
to be taken when communicating the data to other parties; and the circumstances in which the
collected data may or must be erased.22
Although early ECtHR surveillance decisions in Klass and Weber have not fully confronted the
vastness of surveillance in the digital realm, they have set a solid framework for analyzing
tech-based privacy intrusions. In the aftermath of Snowden revelations of 2013,23 the digital
privacy agenda was mainstreamed within and beyond international human rights frameworks.
Parameters around digital intrusions on privacy were issued through United Nations General
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Assembly resolutions,24 decisions of the UN Human Rights Council,25 and UN independent
expert reports.26 In 2015, the UN Human Rights Council established a new mandate of the
Special Rapporteur on the right to privacy27 to address the dimensions of privacy in the
surveillance state.28 Jurisprudence and observations of judicial29 and quasi-judicial30 bodies
continued to grow and develop, alongside comprehensive analytics31 and new international
instruments.32
1.2. Health data regulation
Although general rules on privacy apply to all aspects of an individual’s life, including her medical history,
the protection of health-related data is often subject to additional privacy guarantees. A useful example
is the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Praised for its unmatched privacy safeguards,
GDPR affords special protection to health-related data.
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Article 1 (15) of GDPR defines “data concerning health” as “personal data related to the physical or
mental health of a natural person, including the provision of health care services, which reveal
information about his or her health status.”33 Article 9 of GDPR prohibits processing of “data concerning
health,” unless such processing is justified on one of the ten listed grounds,34 including, among others,
explicit consent, protecting vital interests of the data subject, and the public interest in the area of public
health.
In principle, the collection and processing of health data is subject to the same criteria for limitations as
apply to other privacy interferences. It still requires assessing the necessity and proportionality of the
measures imposed, as well as the adequacy of their legal basis. However, the language of GDPR makes
it clear that the particular sensitivity of health data requires a higher degree of scrutiny when assessing
if health data collection is permissible.
There is, however, an important disclaimer. Although personal health data is confidential and warrants a
high degree of protection from unlawful interference, the use of surveillance remains central in
responding to public health emergencies. According to the World Health Organization, public health
surveillance is the ongoing, systematic collection, analysis, and interpretation of health-related data
essential to planning, implementation, and evaluation of public health practice.35 It is imperative for
states to make depersonalized statistical data on a pandemic (such as the number of registered cases
and mortality rates) available to the public. This type of surveillance, in contrast to individualized
contact-tracing, is not the focus of the present paper because it does not directly affect individual
liberties or threaten to disclose personal data.36
2. Digital Surveillance Measures Used in the Context of COVID-19
The surveillance employed during the COVID-19 pandemic has taken various forms. The key categories
of surveillance analyzed infra are mobile applications and physical surveillance.
2.1. Mobile applications
A diversity of mobile applications have been widely introduced throughout the pandemic.37 Some are
launched by governments or regional authorities, others by private companies. Some are voluntary and
some are obligatory. Some apps are based on open protocol technologies, others on closed protocol
ones.38 Even within more transparent open protocols, some use a centralized reporting server (PEPPPT), while others are decentralized (DP-3T, COCOVID).39 Some apps are aimed at tracing the contacts
of infected individuals, others to control the enforcement of stay-at-home orders.
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Singapore was a pioneer in launching the “TraceTogether” app in March, which was then outsourced
and used by other countries to model their own apps. Singaporean authorities are now supplementing
the app with wearable devices to track the spread of the virus more effectively.40
China was the first country to face the pandemic and one of the first to resort to technological means of
containing it. The Alipay Health Code app is the product of cooperation between the Hangzhou local
government and Ant Financial, a sister company of the e-commerce giant Alibaba.41 It was launched in
Hangzhou in early February and rapidly spread across the country. The app assigns users a color code
based on one’s health status and travel history, which can be scanned by authorities.42 Generally people
with a green code are allowed to travel relatively freely, a yellow code indicates that the holder should
be in home isolation, and a red code says the user is a confirmed COVID-19 patient and should be in
quarantine.43 According to The New York Times, as a user grants the software access to personal data, a
piece of the program labeled “reportInfoAndLocationToPolice” sends the person’s location, city name,
and an identifying code number to a server, while the app’s connection to the police is not announced
to users.44
The exact algorithms used to determine the epidemiologically “safe” and “unsafe” individuals are not
available to the public, sometimes leading to arbitrary changes of the color-coded “safety” status.45 This
casts doubts on the app’s effectiveness in achieving the declared goal of containing the virus and raises
yet another privacy concern in China. Especially worrisome is the Chinese authorities’ rhetoric around
keeping the app in use even as the pandemic subsides. Chinese officials have declared that the
technology may become an “intimate health guardian” for individuals and are exploring the possibilities
of expanding the health code to rank citizens with a “personal health index.”46
Russian tracking app “Social monitoring,” launched by Moscow authorities, is criticized for being
predominantly used as a tool for punitive enforcement of the quarantine. The use of the app is
mandated for people who have tested positive for COVID-19 or show respiratory disease symptoms.
The app gains access to the user’s location, calls, camera, network information, sensors, and other data
to ensure that people instructed to self-quarantine do not leave their home during the two-week
period.47 The app randomly sends push notifications instructing users to immediately take and send a
selfie as a proof of not having left the house without the phone.48 A failure to respond to a notification,
which can arrive as late as midnight, results in an automatic fine of 4,000 rubles (approximately US$56).
Failure to install the app also results in a fine. According to Human Rights Watch, as of May 20, 60,000
Moscow residents have installed the app and 53,000 fines have been issued.49 The “Social monitoring”
app and the practice of using it do not only interfere with privacy rights, but place a substantial financial
burden on people already affected by the crisis.
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In France, civil liberties groups are concerned with tracing apps leading to government surveillance,
despite the French government saying that the “StopCovid” app does not record users’ location and
destroys data after 14 days.50 The development of “ProteGO Safe” contact-tracing app in Poland has
stirred controversy even among its own developers. Deutsche Welle reported that one of the team
members working on the app left the project at an early stage after meeting with the Ministry of Digital
Affairs representatives. He claims that “the officials wanted the app to link the data with users' mobile
phone numbers, which could enable simple deanonymization of users,” a non-negotiable red line for the
former app developer.51 Norway’s government halted the use of its contact-tracing app after the
country’s data-protection authority raised alarms, prioritizing privacy over potential benefits of increased
surveillance.52
Although concerns about “handing over too much power to foreign tech giants”53 persist, European
governments are mindful of the GDPR’s “privacy by design” principle.54 The German “Corona-WarnApp,” for example, does not detect user locations, which means no authorities can spy on the users. The
app recognizes only which other app users are currently in the vicinity. This works via Bluetooth, a
wireless standard that enables devices to exchange data at close range.55 The Czech app “eRouška”
does not track and collect location information, but only anonymously detects which other users of the
application you have come into close contact with.56 Despite a more privacy-oriented attitude among
European countries and consolidated data privacy standards embodied in the GDPR, coronavirus
warning apps remain individual national programs, and lack compatibility on the EU level.57
Mobile applications continue to be developed and rolled out in dozens of countries worldwide—from
highly controversial ones in India58 or Iran59 to more privacy-oriented ones in South Africa60 or Austria.61
Moreover, pre-COVID data collection and data transfer have never ceased and, if anything, have been
used more actively during the pandemic. Mobile applications and related technologies need not be
COVID-specific to be employed for the same data collection purposes as the newly introduced apps.
The data can be collected through services already in place, e.g., through bulk collection of location
data.62 In some instances the data collection procedures are performed by secret services, undermining
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the transparency of data collection processes, for example, in Israel, where the Israeli secret service,
Shin Bet, collected data about infected individuals and their contacts.63
2.2. Physical surveillance
Cameras and drones are an even more tangible instrument of COVID-related “biopolitics.”64 The (often
intimidating) presence of cameras in public spaces has already been controversial pre-pandemic.
However, the opportunistic attitude of some actors to enhance the capabilities of video surveillance in
times of the pandemic threatens to normalize privacy-intrusive practices.
According to media reports, drone surveillance has been deployed in the United States,65 Mexico,66
Malaysia,67 Spain,68 Italy,69 and the UK.70 Camera surveillance has been used in France,71 Russia,72
China,73 and the United States.74 The Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) characterized the use of
drone surveillance to fight COVID-19 as “the slipperiest of all slopes.”75 According to EFF, “if police now
start to use drones to identify people who are violating quarantine and walking around in public after
testing positive for COVID-19, police can easily use the same drones to identify participants in protests
or strikes once the crisis is over.” 76 Similar concerns have been raised by Human Rights Watch
regarding the use of outside surveillance cameras in Moscow, Russia. The organization stated that
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“Russia’s enthusiasm for surveillance before the pandemic gives rise to concern that its expanded use to
fight COVID-19 might not end after the pandemic is over.”77
The proposed use of thermal imaging cameras, designed to detect fever from a distance and marketed
as a narrow COVID-tailored measure, has also faced criticism from digital rights activists, maintaining
that “thermal cameras are still surveillance cameras.” According to EFF, acquiring and installing “fever
detection” cameras “increases the likelihood that the hardware will long outlive its usefulness during this
public health crisis,” producing a chilling effect on free expression, movement, and association, aiding in
the targeted harassment and over-policing of vulnerable populations, and opening the door to face
recognition.78
Indeed, what makes the use of physical surveillance even more troubling from the privacy standpoint is
the potential to integrate it with facial recognition technologies79—a practice already adopted by some
states.80 Facial recognition technologies have attracted close attention of the media and politicians
recently. U.S. Senator Edward Markey, for example, expressed concern about facial recognition as a tool
of combating the pandemic and warned that COVID-19 contact tracing should not be “used as cover by
companies … to build shadowy surveillance networks.”81 Similar concerns are shared by digital rights
activists, who believe that although “public health crises may require extraordinary measures in favor of
the public good,” it is not in the public’s interest to resort to invasive face surveillance. 82
The pitches of Clearview AI—a start-up known for developing facial recognition technologies—go
beyond the promise of controlling the spread of the pandemic by appealing primarily to law
enforcement agencies, who are encouraged to embrace the technology to effectively investigate and
punish crime.83 Normalization of facial recognition as a long-term tool of law enforcement continues to
face severe criticism. 84
Even presuming the best intentions of putting facial recognition technology to an admirable use as an
anti-pandemic tool, it is hardly possible to prevent the transportation of this surveillance tool into less
noble realms. Pre-pandemic facial recognition technologies were a major threat in recent Hong Kong
protests, pushing the protesters to use masks and conceal their faces to avoid being detected and
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persecuted.85 With masks becoming the new normal, technology is being adapted to allow facial
recognition to identify individuals even if they are wearing masks.86
Whether the technology reaches complete accuracy or not, the consequences are equally detrimental.
An infallible facial recognition technology with zero mistakes makes it possible to target political
opponents and protesters, endangering their privacy even more. A more realistic scenario where facial
recognition continues to make occasional mistakes is likely to reflect biases and disproportionately affect
minorities.87
3. Legal Framework for Regulating COVID-19 Surveillance Practices: Derogations to and Limitations on
the Right to Privacy
3.1. Guiding principles and standards
The current pandemic raises both old and new challenges to privacy and has prompted a flurry of expert
reports and statements to guide policymakers and legislators as they consider measures to protect
public health. A recent joint statement of experts from the United Nations (UN), the Inter-American
Commission for Human Rights (IACHR), and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe
(OSCE) has cautioned against the invasions of privacy in the name of fighting the COVID-19 pandemic.
It states, in relevant part:
“… We are aware of growing use of tools of surveillance technology to track the spread of the
coronavirus. While we understand and support the need for active efforts to confront the pandemic, it
is also crucial that such tools be limited in use, both in terms of purpose and time, and that individual
rights to privacy, non-discrimination, the protection of journalistic sources and other freedoms be
rigorously protected. States must also protect the personal information of patients. We strongly urge
that any use of such technology abide by the strictest protections and only be available according to
domestic law that is consistent with international human rights standards.88
Digital rights activists have repeatedly raised similar concerns. In April 2020, for example, 134
international, regional, and local organizations signed a joint civil society statement calling upon states to
not use the efforts to contain the virus “as a cover to usher in a new era of greatly expanded systems of
invasive digital surveillance.”89 It formulated specific conditions that must be respected when responding
to the pandemic with increased surveillance.90
The Center for Democracy and Technology also issued a statement “regarding the use of data to fight
COVID-19,” supported by 15 cybersecurity experts.91 It identified seven key areas, in which privacy
concerns must be balanced with digital responses to the pandemic: efficacy, volition, aggregation,
85
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consequences, transparency, fairness, and duration.92 The Electronic Privacy Foundation and a group of
over 80 consumer, privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties organizations called upon the United States
House and the Senate to endorse “principles to protect the civil rights and privacy of all persons.”93
In his 2020 report on disease pandemics, the UN Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection
of the right to freedom of opinion and expression David Kaye formulated six principles that should
govern surveillance in the pandemic that echo many of those formulated by digital rights activists:
1. Any authorization of surveillance should be contained in precise and publicly accessible laws and only
be applied when necessary and proportionate to achieve a legitimate objective (such as protecting
public health);
2. Authorization of surveillance of specified individuals should be based on independent evaluation,
preferably by a judicial authority, with appropriate limitations on time, location, manner and scope;
3. Rigorous record-keeping should be required so that individuals and oversight bodies can ascertain that
surveillance was conducted for legitimate public health purposes;
4. Any personal data collected should be subject to strict privacy protections to ensure against
disclosure of personal information to anyone not authorized for public health purposes;
5. Some personal data should be expressly excluded from collection, such as the content of a person’s
communications, and robust safeguards must be put in place to ensure against any government or
third-party misuse of such data, including use for purposes unrelated to the public health emergency;
6. Where personal data is anonymized, the State and any third-party actor involved in collection must
be able to demonstrate such anonymity.94
The principles, formulated by activists and experts, are not new and rest on the well-established
standards of legality, necessity, and proportionality. Some of them highlight the risks, which international
law is only partially ready to handle—such as the reliance on private companies for data collection and
the correspondent obligation of business as well as governments to respect human rights.95
3.2. International legal norms
The first global pandemic of the digital era will once again put privacy commitments of states and
companies to the test. Beyond policy and activist rhetoric, the crucial task for rule of law actors
worldwide is identifying the black-letter legal standards for protecting privacy, which must be followed
whenever surveillance measures are introduced.
Under international human rights law, which enshrines the right to privacy, states have two key legal
mechanisms to put their tech-based COVID-19 responses into a legal framework: limitations and
derogations. On the universal human rights level, both mechanisms are enshrined in the ICCPR.96 Similar
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provisions exist in regional human rights treaties.97 In the new realities of COVID-19, the UN Office of
the High Commissioner for Human Rights and the UN Human Rights Committee have been quick to
provide additional guidelines on the use of limitations and derogations mechanisms during the
pandemic.98
In situations of emergency, international human rights law allows states to derogate from certain human
rights obligations to the extent necessary in urgent circumstances. The derogation mechanism under
ICCPR presupposes the existence of a life-threatening and nation-wide emergency and requires the
derogating state to follow certain procedural steps of declaring the derogation. 99 Derogations are seen
as a mechanism to be employed in extraordinary circumstances and only for as long as such
circumstances continue to prevent states from fully implementing human rights.
The UN Human Rights Committee, which is responsible for authoritative interpretation of the ICCPR,
provides for six specific requirements that states must comply with if they want to derogate from their
human rights obligations. States must: 1) proclaim a state of emergency; 2) formally notify the UN
Secretary General of their intent to derogate; 3) ensure that derogation measures meet strict tests of
necessity and proportionality; 4) ensure that derogation measures do not interfere with other
international human rights obligations; 5) guarantee that derogation measures are applied in a manner
that is not discriminatory; and 6) continue to uphold non-derogable rights.100
While the COVID-19 pandemic can clearly qualify as a life-threatening emergency, at least in states
most critically affected by the outbreak, the adherence to a derogation mechanism often remains
unrealistic for states. Even those states who announce a state of national emergency often do not opt
for going through the fairly complicated procedure of derogating from human rights on the international
level. Derogations are a useful tool for ensuring that limitations on human rights are time-bound and
limited to the pandemic emergency.101 However, the failure of states to make use of the derogation
mechanism does not mean that the pandemic responses, including those affecting privacy rights, are not
subject to international human rights law.
In fact, the UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights recommends that states abstain
from using the derogation mechanism when possible, stating that “although derogation or suspension of
certain rights is permitted when such emergencies are declared, measures suspending rights should be
avoided when the situation can be adequately dealt with by establishing proportionate restrictions or
limitations on certain rights.”102
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Putting limitations on non-derogable human rights is another way in which states can manage their
COVID-19 responses. The criteria for using limitations is less stringent than those governing
derogations. Human rights can be lawfully limited even in times where no pressing life-threatening
emergency exists. That does not mean that limitations on human rights have no reasonable boundaries.
To the contrary, a set of criteria needs to be met for limitations to be considered lawful.
While the limitations mechanism does not have a dedicated article in ICCPR, it is reflected in various
substantive articles of ICCPR103 and elaborated on in jurisprudence104 and expert analysis.105 In the
surveillance context, the jurisprudence of the ECtHR106 is particularly helpful when interpreting the
conditions for lawful limitations on privacy since no other international judicial or quasi-judicial body has
come close to ECtHR experience in handling surveillance-related cases. The ECtHR criteria for lawful
limitations of privacy are also consistent with the ICCPR’s treaty body’s interpretation of “arbitrary or
unlawful” interferences with privacy under Article 17 of ICCPR.107
According to these sources, surveillance measures introduced to fight COVID-19 must cumulatively
satisfy the following criteria:108
1. Legality
The measures in question must be adopted “in accordance with law.” Following the ECtHR
approach, this means that surveillance must be clearly sanctioned by domestic law of the State
practicing it. However, merely documenting the surveillance measures on paper will not be
enough to satisfy this criterion. The law introducing surveillance measures must be
“foreseeable” —that is, sufficiently precise “to give citizens an adequate indication as to the
circumstances in which and the conditions on which public authorities are empowered to resort
to any [surveillance] measures.”109 In the COVID-19 context, this means that individuals
targeted by surveillance are entitled to know what information about them or their contacts will
be collected, who will be able to access the information collected, and what are the limits on
data retention.
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2. Necessity
The necessity criterion implies that any surveillance measures must address a “pressing social
need.”110 While there is hardly a disagreement as to whether COVID-19 pandemic would
qualify as such, the necessity of keeping surveillance measures in place post-COVID to prevent
future pandemics can be more debatable.
3. Proportionality
The balance between the ends and means of surveillance is critical. If surveillance measures are
ineffective in handling the pandemic and detrimental to individual privacy, they would not
satisfy the proportionality criterion. Massive privacy intrusions would not be justified by
marginal gains in containing the pandemic. The limitations on the right to privacy must
represent the least intrusive option among those that might achieve the desired result.111
A relevant consideration in assessing the lawfulness of a particular limitation is whether or not
such limitation is non-discriminatory. While in the jurisprudence of the ECtHR this aspect is
usually addressed as part of a separate violation of Article 14 of the ECHR, it is not uncommon
to also treat it as another criterion for lawful limitations on human rights.112 The limitation is
non-discriminatory when it does not unfairly target the representatives of a particular group.
However, not targeting a particular demographic in a discriminatory manner should be
distinguished from introducing mass surveillance measures that sweep too broadly, sparing no
one from intrusion on their privacy.
The application of the lawful limitation test to actual surveillance measures applied during
COVID-19 pandemic should be analyzed on a case-by-case basis. The adequacy of safeguards
against privacy abuses will depend on a number of factors —how transparent states are about
the surveillance measures, how much information is collected, and how helpful the collected
data is to actually combat the spread of the virus. To illustrate the range of outcomes, the table
below, comparing two different surveillance apps against the three requirements of legality,
necessity and proportionality, reflects the kind of case-by-case evaluation that is needed to
assess lawfulness of different measures:
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Surveillance measure
Contact-tracing app A:

Introduced before the peak
of the pandemic;
Introduced in accordance
with a public act, jointly
issued by the Ministry of
Healthcare and the
Ministry of Information.
The act provides details of
permissible data collection
collects Bluetooth data to
determine the proximity to
other app users;
Encrypts the collected
data;
Does not collect GPS data,
passport data, social
security data;
Automatically deletes the
collected data after 90
days.
Contact-tracing app B:
Introduced after the peak
of the pandemic, when the
number of cases was
proven to be consistently
decreasing;
Introduced based on a
Secret Service act, the
contents of which are
classified and unpublished.
Only limited information is
available to the public;
Collects GPS data to track
the whereabouts of all
citizens, passport number,
and social security number;
does not encrypt the
collected data;
Stores the collected data
for 10 years.

Legality

Necessity

Proportionality

Likely to satisfy the legality
criterion.

Likely to satisfy the
necessity criterion.

Likely to satisfy the
proportionality criterion.

The app was launched
based on official
governmental act that
specifies the modalities of
permissible data collection.

The app was launched
before the peak of the
pandemic, when the need
for preventing the virus
spread through contacttracing was evident and
urgent.

The app is tailored to the
need of performing
pandemic-related contacttracing. It does not collect
more information than
strictly necessary to
achieve the declared goal.
It only collects Bluetooth
data of the users’ phones
and users’ phone numbers,
without targeting GPS data,
passport or social security
numbers, health records,
etc. It also encrypts the
collected data and only
stores it for 90 days.

The more details such act
provides on the types of
data collected, the
measures to secure the
data, the terms of data
retention, the more likely it
is to satisfy the legality
criterion. If the act is
drafted in vague terms or is
not made available to
public, it is less likely to
satisfy the legality criterion.

The more scientific data is
available to substantiate
the need for a contacttracing measure, the more
likely it is to satisfy the
necessity criterion.

Unlikely to satisfy the
legality criterion.

Unlikely to satisfy the
necessity criterion.

The app was launched
based on a secret act,
which was not made
available to the public.

The app was launched after
the peak of the pandemic
when the number of cases
was consistently dropping.
At that stage of the
pandemic the need for
introducing surveillance
measures is not evident.

Merely the existence of an
official act under which the
surveillance is performed is
not enough to satisfy the
legality criterion if
individuals are not
informed about the specific
surveillance measures
applicable to them.

While contact-tracing may
be justified even at postpandemic stage, the
absence of a pressing social
need for contact-tracing
may render the app
unlawful.

The more tailored the data
collection is to achieve the
goal of tracing the spread
of the pandemic, the more
likely it is to satisfy the
proportionality criterion.
Unlikely to satisfy the
proportionality criterion.
The app collects more
information than necessary
to achieve the declared
goal. The app collects
personal data, including
passport number, social
security number, and exact
GPS location. The data is
unencrypted and stored for
10 years after collection,
when the pandemic is likely
to subside.
Overly broad surveillance
measures that target more
information than necessary
to slow the spread of the
pandemic are unlikely to
satisfy the proportionality
criterion.

Whether states adopt a derogations or limitations framework (with the latter still being a more realistic
option), their surveilling powers will not be absolute. To prevent illegitimate privacy intrusions, an
assessment like the one above should become a centerpiece in analyzing whether particular surveillance
measures are compliant with international human rights law.
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Conclusion
Emergency situations, as unpredictable and destructive as they are, should not be used as windows of
opportunity to weaken states’ obligations to respect fundamental rights. The attempts to enhance
surveillance measures to the detriment of privacy should be met with scrutiny and skepticism. The
rhetoric of “extreme times requiring extreme measures” may be easily used to justify Orwellian
approaches of handling the pandemic. Legal scholar Alan Rozenshtein has warned about the dangers of
“surveillance creep,” stating that “pandemics, like other emergencies, have often been these catalyst
moments for the permanent expansion of the government, [and] the government does not tend to
shrink after the moment has passed.”113
Perhaps, it is indeed naive to think that “once the smoke has cleared,” the surveillance will cease
completely. After all, the practice of mass electronic surveillance was a pressing issue long before
COVID-19. The pre-pandemic world, as famously revealed by Edward Snowden, was far from a privacy
haven. The post-pandemic world may escalate privacy concerns even further.
States and corporate entities seizing momentum to test their surveillance capabilities should be held
accountable to human rights standards of legality, necessity, and proportionality. The transparency and
oversight of surveillance measures by domestic and international actors is crucial. The inherently false
trade-off between privacy and health, where only one option could be chosen, should be rejected.
Citizens should not settle for anything less than a fully effective pandemic surveillance system that
respects privacy.
International human rights law guarantees do not cease in times of a pandemic. They are designed to
remain applicable in various scenarios while giving states the necessary discretion to balance privacy
concerns with the objective need to collect information. International human rights law already provides
states with a toolkit of derogations from and limitations of the right to privacy. States resorting to techbased surveillance measures during the pandemic are expected to use this toolkit responsibly—in full
compliance with both substantive and procedural requirements. Any potentially privacy-intrusive
measure must have a sound basis in law and be tailored to the declared goal of combating the
pandemic.
The rule of law in any given country rests on the notion of trust in the government. The ability to handle
a public health emergency without sliding into a surveillance state panopticon is an essential foundation
for such trust. Decisions states are currently making on how to proceed in fighting this digital age
pandemic will undoubtedly shape the rule of law landscape for years to come.
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